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Company Description

Azul Systems is 100% focused on Java and the Java runtime.
Azul’s products span a wide variety of Java use cases, from
low-latency financial applications to embedded systems and OEM
devices through Java-based business-critical applications and
infrastructure.

Product Profile

Azul’s Zulu multiplatform builds of OpenJDK provide the freedom
and cost advantages of open source across multiple hardware
and software platforms as well as the industry’s largest array of
OpenJDK distributions, file types and access to Azul yum and apt
repositories.
When configured as fully tested and certified Docker images as
part of Red Hat’s Partner Connect Program, developers and
operations teams know that they are dealing with proven and
verified images rather than ‘mystery meat’ OpenJDK builds of
unknown origin, quality level, and stability.
Zulu builds of OpenJDK are immediately available from a Red Hat
verified registry, greatly reducing the risk and uncertainty of
containerization initiatives.
Lastly, being certified by Red Hat highlights Azul’s commitment
to maintain its Docker images on up-to-date Zulu builds of
OpenJDK – and to work with Red Hat’s Partner Connect program
to ensure that Zulu containers meet the highest levels of trust
and supportability required by Red Hat’s customers and ISV
partners.

Overview

Your business depends upon Java. Azul Systems
delivers and supports Java across millions of
deployments and thousands of use cases.

Executive Summary

Today, Red Hat customers are able to source
Azul Zulu builds of OpenJDK in Docker files for
Java 7, 8, and 11 from a Red Hat certified registry,
greatly mitigating the risk and security concerns
associated with consuming containers from
unknown sources.
Aligning with Red Hat Connect allows Azul to
develop, integrate, deploy and deliver our certified builds of OpenJDK within Red Hat certified
containerized Docker files to a wide array of
enterprise users.

Statement from Partner

“Java and its 12 million-strong developer community are key to the enterprise and the migration of key applications and infrastructure to the
Cloud. Azul’s open source Java offerings are
certified across a variety of Red Hat JBoss
Middleware products, giving customers new high
performance and open source solutions for
everything from JBoss Data Grid to JBoss EAP
to JBoss BPMS,” said Scott Sellers, president
and CEO of Azul Systems. “Enterprises can now
develop and deploy a wide array of business-critical Cloud-based Java applications leveraging
the high throughput, low latency Zing JVM and
Zulu, our 100 percent open source, fully-certified
builds of OpenJDK.”

Statement from Red Hat Connect

"Developers and architects looking to build new
applications in, and for the cloud, or migrate
existing applications to a cloud-based infrastructure, partner with Red Hat to develop and deliver
more supportable solutions sooner," said Mike
Werner, Sr. Director, Global Technology Partners, Red Hat. “Red Hat certification assures a
supportable platform for all types of customer
deployment models. Red Hat is thrilled to work
with software partners like Azul Systems, resulting
in the world’s largest open, and commercially
supportable application ecosystem.

Product Benefits
• Zulu builds of OpenJDK bring the power of open source Java to the
Enterprise
• Azul’s Zulu Community builds of OpenJDK are freely available to
download and use without restriction
• Azul selectively back ports security updates and bug fixes for
OpenJDK to prior builds
• Long-term support is available for Java LTS releases including JDK 11,
8 and 7 plus future releases like Java 17
• Unique in the industry, Azul also provides up to 42 months of
medium-term support for select Java feature releases (9, 13, and 15) –
providing a path between LTS releases for organizations who wish to
take advantage of interim capabilities made available by the
OpenJDK project
• Each Zulu build of OpenJDK is tested and certified to conform to all
Java SE standards
• Zulu Enterprise subscribers who need powerful, ultra-low-overhead
profiling and troubleshooting technology have access to open source
Flight Recorder and JDK Mission Control for Zulu releases starting
with JDK 8 – at no additional cost

Use Cases
• Realize immediate Java Support cost reduction: Replace high-cost proprietary Oracle Java SE with open
source Zulu builds of OpenJDK from Azul
• Keep your operation stable and secure: Ensure timely security updates and bug fixes backed by Azul
Systems, including out of band and high-priority bug fixes when required by your business
• Migrate to new versions of Java on YOUR schedule: Azul’s Zulu products have support lifetimes that surpass
Oracle’s. Avoid the impact of Java’s new 6-month release and End of Life cadence. You decide when you want
to move to later versions of Java.

Zulu is free to download and use without restrictions
and is 100% open source.
Get started today at

https://access.redhat.com/containers/#/product/a52952ca8946886c

Need a Java Support plan that won’t break the bank?
Contact us today!
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